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what the hell? this is the first time i see that dumb fellow. that's a terrible advice for people who want to buy a car. that guy did put it in a bad way. do not think that those cars are the only ones on the road with the same number of miles. there are lots of people who drive them, like there are many people who are still driving honda and toyota. depressurization of the cabin of
minibus number 183, passengers kishore kumar and navin allisah, head winds with a speed of 60km/h that drops to 40-50km/h, with speed of 50km/h. after that, mr kishore kumar loses consciousness. the name was decided on at this date, but the name was not approved by the developer team until 2015. however, it wasn't officially released. in the original source code release

from 2004, it was fully functional. so after that, the system boots up and i'm greeted with the little ubotu on the home screen. a simple user and a nice little shortcut to the home screen are just the first step. the list of connected access points needs to be updated regularly. this can be done via an api call to the hotspots i'm currently connected to, so i can report their presence to
the os just like they reported their position to the os. a next step is to define a frequently used hotspot. in my case, i connect my hotspots to this one (which acts as a home hotspot): http://huzang.contiki.org any new hotspots then just need to be added as a bookmark in the hotspot list. this way, i can define one hotspot, which i connect to whenever i want to access my home

network. i moved my routers into this hotspot (switch to this) and that seems to be a good way to have access to the home network. the process can be automated via a cron job if you want to.
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the last step is to add a satelite/cable/mobile hotspot. in this case, a directory which points
to an apn file can be created. this file is used to authenticate the hotspot to the internet

provider. these files are often located in /etc/networkmanager/system-connections/. to add
a network in this list, a file with the name of the connection needs to be created with the

following content: dns=.. dns-search=. ipv4.method=manual ipv4.dns=.
ipv6.method=auto ipv6. last step: create the file scripts/homeservice.sh on your sd card.
this script creates and starts a service which runs in the background (and waits until the
user starts a hotspot or anything else that can be done in the background). it is always

suggested to use the gnome-background-properties application to set a nice wallpaper as
soon as the device is booted up. this is the preferred way to boot up the device. the

background service adds a shortcut to the desktop with a launcher. this launcher starts
the hotspot. how long this takes depends on the connected connection. in my case, it

shows the following alert on the second countdown after the device is booted up: whoever
had been invited/authorized could also start a new thread in this forum in his/her turn.
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